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1. Introduction  

This document sets out the methodology underpinning the ESRC funded Following 

Young Fathers Study. It provides a detailed description of the study design and 

development, including the rationale and theoretical drivers for the research and our 

use of qualitative longitudinal research methods. We describe our work with policy and 

practice organizations and our participatory approach. We go on to discuss our  

empirical study with the young fathers, including details of sampling, sample 

maintenance and characteristics, methods of generating data, and the ethics of 

reciprocity and participation. Finally, we document our analytical strategies, the size 

and scope of the dataset, and our approach to data organization and the archiving of the 

dataset. This guide has been deposited in the Timescapes Archive as a complement to 

the dataset and our publications.  

The Following Young Fathers study comprises two linked research projects, based at 

the University of Leeds and conducted over a five year period, which have tracked the 

lives of a group of young fathers over time. The initial baseline study was conducted 

under the ESRC funded Timescapes Initiative from November 2010 to April 2012.   

ESRC funding for a further three years (November 2012-October 2015) enabled us to  

develop this research into a much larger project.  Across these two projects and periods 

of funding, we have created a composite study and dataset which is described below. 

Details of our outputs and links to briefing papers and publications can be found on our 

project website (www.followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk). Affiliated to this project, we 

secured an academically led, collaborative ESRC studentship (October 2014-Sept 2017), 

focusing on the housing needs of young parents. This is being undertaken by Linzi 

Ladlow, who has also worked at various times as research assistant on this project, 

http://www.followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk).a/
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undertaking the coding, management and archiving of our dataset.  A further affiliated 

project is being led by Dr. Anna Tarrant, who secured a Leverhulme Fellowship for a 

study of fatherhood and patterns of care in low income communities. This project has 

involved a secondary analysis of the Following Young Fathers dataset. Further details of 

these projects can be found on the project website.    

Rationale for the Study and Research Questions  

As we describe below, the impetus for this research arose in 2010 at a meeting of the 

Teenage Pregnancy Co-ordinators for the Yorkshire and Humber region. The group was 

struggling to identify, engage with and support young fathers, in the context of an 

evidence base that was too limited to inform  professional practice. In 2010 relatively 

little research had been conducted with young fathers in the UK. Very little was known 

about the lived experiences or support needs of young fathersː for example, how young 

fatherhood is understood and practiced, why young men become parents at an early age, 

what values they hold about parenthood and family life, what their support need are, 

and how their lives unfold during and following the transition to fatherhood.  

A few studies had been conducted in the US and Canada (and important contributions 

were in process of being published (e.g. Kiselica 2011; Edin and Nelson 2013). Some 

had utilized Qualitative Longitudinal methods to good effect (Glikman 2004; Negura and 

Deslauriers 2010; Deslauriers et al 2012). The UK evidence base, however, was 

scattered and small scale. We discovered, for example, that studies purporting to 

explore teenage pregnancy and parenthood could be described more accurately as 

studies of young motherhood, with only a token number of young men included (see for 

example, contributions in Duncan et al 2010). More extensive studies have been 

conducted for doctoral research, often by practitioner researchers, but remained 

unpublished or were at that time being finalized (see, for example, Osborn 2007 and 
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Graham 2013). A handful of longitudinal studies were available but were reporting on 

cohorts from earlier generations, born in the 1970s and 80s (Kiernan 1997; Quinton et 

al 2002; Berrington et al 2009). We also discovered a small body of research that is 

practice oriented and reported in grey literature (e.g. Ayoola 2010). There was a clear 

need for a larger programme of research with the capacity to synthesise and build on 

this small scale and disparate evidence base.  

The study aimed to address the following research questions: 

 How and why do young men enter into early parenthood? How is young 

fatherhood constituted, practiced and understood in varied socio-economic and 

personal circumstances?  

 How is young fatherhood ‘worked out’ over time? What factors shape the 

parenting experiences of young fathers and what helps or hinders their aspirations 

as parents?   

 What impact do policy interventions and other kinds of support have on the lives 

of young fathers? How is professional support for young fathers perceived by 

young men, and by service providers?  

 How effective is current policy and practice in meeting the needs of young fathers 

and what might lead to more effective strategies and provision?  
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2. Qualitative Longitudinal Research  

The study utilized Qualitative Longitudinal (QL)  methods of enquiry, taking the life 

course as a central organizing principle and exploring changes and continuities in the 

lives of young fathers over time. The value of QL research methods is increasingly 

recognised in the UK. By uncovering the micro-dynamics of life course processes, this 

method generates more nuanced understandings of the causes and consequences of 

change in individual and collective biographies. While longitudinal enquiry turns a ‘snap 

shot’ of social life into a ‘movie’, qualitative longitudinal enquiry creates an up-close-

and-personal movie, with enhanced depth and explanatory power (Neale 2015). As 

Ridge (2015) suggests, this approach transforms our visions of the social world from 

monochrome to rich shades of colour and contact. In particular it affords unique 

insights into the factors that shape life course trajectories and the mechanisms through 

which such transformations occur. While large scale surveys shed light on the wholesale 

movement of populations into or out of particular states, it is only through this 

methodology that we can discern the complex ebb and flow of lives: the biographical 

processes that lead people to move in particular directions, and the lived experiences 

associated with these dynamic processes. In our view, such subjective understandings 

are crucial dimension of social explanation, just as important for our verifications of the 

social world as any objectively defined fact or process (Midgley 2014).   

As well as discerning the shape of a biography, the upward and downward paths that 

ensue, or the stability or volatility of an unfolding life, it also becomes possible to 

discern how and why life course transitions and trajectories converge and diverge 

across different individuals or groups over time (Neale and Flowerdew 2003; Neale 
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2015).  There is potential too, to explore how policy and practice interventions are 

implicated in these biographical processes, and to discern the degree of ‘fit’ between 

lived experiences and policy processes.  

 Using this methodology has enabled us to document the changing lives, experiences, 

and relationships of young fathers in ‘real’ time, as their lives have unfolded. We have 

combined prospective and retrospective techniques to create a rich biographical picture, 

discerning how past experiences impact on current lives and future aspirations. The life 

journeys of the young men were not unfolding in planned, prescribed or predictable 

ways, at a uniform pace, or in a linear direction: rather they were fluid and contingent. 

We have documented varied dimensions of these journeys and their influence on the 

transition into parenthood:  family and intimate relationships; education, training and 

employment journeys; housing experiences; professional support, and engagement with 

surveillance and custodial agencies. Our intensive tracking has enabled us to 

understand the significant volatility of young men’s housing and living arrangements – 

with some disadvantaged young fathers leading nomadic lives and moving frequently 

between temporary abodes. Had we interviewed the young men only once we would 

not have been able to build up our understanding of this volatility and its impact on 

their ability to be a parent. Nor would we have been able to investigate how 

professional support was utilized and perceived and what kind of impact it had on the 

young men over time.  

Researching over time also gives flexible opportunities to explore and follow up themes 

that emerge in earlier interviews.  For example, the importance of grandparental 

support emerged in our first wave of interviews in our baseline study, and became a 

particular focus in our third wave of interviews with the original sample. Undertaking a 

series of interviews over time also aids the process of building a relationship of trust 
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with participants over the course of the research. This was beneficial as the nature of 

the research inevitably involved discussing complex, personal and emotional issues and 

experiences. We found that the young men were more likely to reveal sensitive 

information over time, as trust grew, and that we could revisit past events beyond the 

heat of the moment and with the benefit of hindsight.   

 The prospective, longitudinal window afforded by this study is a modest one (2-4 

years). These trajectories are very much in the making and it is only with hindsight over 

the longer term that we might discern, in a more definitive way, the overall shape of an 

unfolding life. At the same time, our intensive tracking affords a unique opportunity to 

discern the complex mix of personal and social mechanisms at play in the navigation of 

key transition periods and their aftermath.       
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3. Working with Policy & Practice Organizations  

A central aim of the study was to create impact through a productive engagement with 

policy and practice organisations. Approaches to working collaboratively with 

practitioners has developed significantly in recent years, changing from an initial 

conception of knowledge transfer, in which researchers disseminate their findings to 

practice organizations, to the co-production of knowledge, a more integrated approach 

where practitioners and/or policy makers are more centrally engaged with researchers 

in the design and execution of a study (explored in Neale and Morton 2012; Neale 2016  

forthcoming). The elongated time frames of Qualitative Longitudinal enquiry offer scope 

for impact to occur as an integral part of the research process (Neale and Morton 2012).  

The chronology of these developments, from the 1970s to the present day, is set out 

below (source: www.fuse.ac.uk)ː  

 Knowledge transfer: sharing research findings and making them known more 
widely 

 Knowledge translation: interpreting research findings and putting them in 
language that is more easily understood by policy-makers, practitioners and the 
public 

 Knowledge exchange: creating a conversation about research findings between 
different stakeholders 

 Knowledge mobilisation: applying different forms of knowledge (research and 
practical expertise) to best effect 

 Co-production of knowledge: different stakeholders working alongside each 
other on research projects 

 Co-creation of knowledge: different stakeholders working collectively 
throughout a research project to create something new that one group could not 
have achieved alone. 

http://www.fuse.ac.uk/
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At the outset of this study we were committed to a collaborative and participatory 

framework that would enable us to co-produce and co-disseminate knowledge with 

selected policy and practice partners, while taking responsibility as professional 

researchers for generating and analysing our data and producing findings from our  

empirical study. Over time, we engaged with a range of organisations in the 

development and conduct of this research, from policy makers and think tanks to grass 

roots organisations. The breadth of this engagement is reflected in one of our 

collaborative writing projects (Neale and Davies 2015, Open Space themed section, 

Seeing Young Fathers in a Different Way, in Families, Relationships and Societies). Here 

we brought together varied perspectives on young fatherhood, from policy makers, 

think tanks, voluntary and statutory sector organisations, to the individual and 

collective voices of young fathers themselves. Over the years, members of the team have 

contributed to the Barnardos-led Family Strategic Partnership Group on Young 

Fatherhood (reported in Cundy 2012); the expert advisory panel of the Early 

Intervention Foundation (2012-15); and the All Party Parliamentary Party on 

Fatherhood (Chaired by David ʟammy MP) and its offshoot, the APPG sub group on 

young fathers (2013 - ongoing). In 2013 we attended a consultation meeting with 

Richard D’Souza and colleagues from the Department for Work and Pensions, who were 

particularly interested in the mechanisms that shape the contributions that young 

fathers make to the lives of their children over time.  

Working with Practice Partners Our engagement with grass roots practice 

communities has taken a variety of forms.  Our practice partners for the study played a 

key role in the design and execution of this study. This engagement began in 2010, when 

Bren pitched her ideas for a tracking study of teenage mothers to a meeting of the Co-

ordinators for Teenage Pregnancy and Parenthood in the Yorkshire and Humber Region. 

The assembled team listened politely, but pointed out that the existing research 
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evidence on young mothers was quite substantial, while very little was known of young 

fathers and they were  thought of as ‘hard to reach’; addressing this gap in knowledge 

would, they suggested, be of greater value. This was how the Following Young Fathers 

study came into being; it was a practitioner-led initiative.  

The co-ordinators referred Bren to a local practitioner who was providing a specialist 

mentoring service for young fathers. As we show below (section on young fathers), this 

practitioner became our lead partner, playing a vital role in this study and mediating 

between the research team and the young fathers. For the follow up study, other 

practitioners also played active roles in the execution of the study. A SRE provider 

worked with us to devise a suite of questions for young fathers on their experiences of 

Sex and Relationships Education. Others, as the gatekeepers to young fathers, played a 

role in the recruitment of young fathers into the study, mediating between young men 

and the research team. This included a staff nurse in a Secure Training Centre, with 

whom we developed a close and productive collaboration over time. Her pioneering 

work with young fathers helped to shape our findings on their support needs and to 

critique the risk framework that dominates professional thinking (Ladlow and Neale 

2015, Neale and Ladlow 2015, Neale and Davies 2015,  briefing papers  5 and 6).    

The Practitioner Strategy Group One of our objectives for our follow up study was to 

map the nature and extent of existing service provision across the statutory and 

voluntary sectors in the UK. This was designed to enhance insights into the landscape of 

services for young fathers and shed light on the development of effective support 

services for young fathers. However the idea of a mapping exercise proved rather 

challenging because of the fragmented nature of service provision for young fathers 

(reported in Neale 2015). Instead we found ourselves engaged with an active network 

of practitioners from varied organizations who were pioneering support for young 
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fathers (Appendix 1). Representatives from 14 of these organizations, both front line 

and campaigning groups, joined our strategy group, which met twice yearly over the 

course of the study at the London offices of Barnardos. Working with this group, which 

grew out of our earlier participation in the Barnardos-led Strategic Family Partnership 

initiative, was one of the most productive aspects of our research. The practitioners 

played a key role in the overall development and direction of the research, and in the 

dissemination of the findings, feeding in ideas, enhancing our knowledge of policy and 

practice issues, and generally anchoring the study in the policy and practice landscape. 

Bringing the group together for regular discussions was helpful in advancing the 

agendas of the members; they were able to forge stronger networks, share insights, 

experiences and good practice and debate key challenges and strategies for change.  

Empirical Research with Practitioners  As part of our follow up study, we also sought 

to recruit practitioners as research participants in our research, and to interview them 

about their role and experiences in supporting young fathers. The fieldwork for this 

part of the study was carried out between May 2013 and October 2014 by Laura Davies, 

with some additional support from Linzi Ladlow. Constructing a sample frame for this 

practitioner study was a challenge in the context of fragmented service provision, but 

our strategy was to try to represent the broad spectrum of family support and other 

services that young fathers might find themselves engaged with. We sought to include 

both generic and specialist providers, from different sectors (statutory and voluntary in 

the main), working in health, social care and related settings, and at different levels in 

their organizations, from front line practitioners to managers and commissioners of 

services. Given the fragmented nature of service provision, recruiting participants into 

the study from generic service providers proved difficult. Few people defined 

themselves as providing a service to young fathers, although young fathers might form 

part of their case load. Many of those eventually recruited were operating in our locality, 
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but we also went further afield to recruit specialists from pioneering services, 

individuals whom we came to regard as ‘local champions’ for young fathers (Neale and 

Davies 2015 and Briefing paper no. 6).  

Semi structured interviews that explored service provision and delivery were 

conducted with 20 practitioners from 15 different organizations. They were 

interviewed individually or in small groups, mostly in their own work places, but 

occasionally at the University. The sample included health care professionals, (Teenage 

Pregnancy Specialist Midwives, the manager of a Health Visiting team and a nurse at a 

Secure Training Centre); managers and staff at a Children’s Centre; a Local Education 

Authority practitioner, and a Young Parent Specialist at Connexions. In addition, 3 

small- scale focus groups were conducted, with a total participation of 10 practitioners 

and service managers from 8 different organizations. Two of these involved members of 

our strategy group and were held in a central London location.  

This cross sectional approach to generating data was complemented by case study 

methodology that enabled us to track changes in two services over time: firstly, the 

specialist mentoring service for young fathers (See Davies and Neale 2015) and, 

secondly, a phase one Children’s Centre in an inner city part of our locality. For the 

latter, we took a stakeholder approach to the investigation. Key staff members, 

including the Centre Manager and Assistant Manager and Family Outreach Workers 

were interviewed and took part in a focus group discussion. In addition, interviews 

were conducted with two young fathers who used the Centre for both childcare and 

other family support services. One father was part of our existing sample, while the 

other was recruited specifically for his experience as a service user. We have generated 

insights into where young fathers are located in a service designated as a generic family 
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support service, how this service has responded over time, and what this means for the 

broader operation of family centres  (Davies and Neale 2015).    

As part of our reciprocal way of working with our local practice communities, Laura 

spent time during 2013 and 2014 contributing to father inclusive training programmes 

for front line staff, organized by the Teenage Pregnancy and Parenthood Team. The 

sessions were attended by a range of practitioners in children’s centres, schools, social 

care, family conference teams and voluntary sector organisations.  This enabled some 

dissemination of our emerging findings to local practice groups. Along with Carmen, 

Laura also attended working groups on fatherhood support and meetings of the 

Teenage Pregnancy Forum in the local authority, honing our understanding of the 

network of local service providers and inter-agency working.  Findings based on the 

practitioner interviews and focus groups are reported across our publications. A more 

focused analysis is provided in Neale and Davies 2015, and in the report of the case 

study of the local authority mentoring service (Davies and Neale 2015).  

Creating Impact though the Research Process.  Overall, we have engaged with policy 

and practice organizations in a variety of creative ways and at different levels, from 

grass roots collaborations with ‘street level’ practitioners, to contributions to 

parliamentary groups and think tanks engaged in setting policy agendas and brokering 

research to policy makers. Some members of the network operated in a purely advisory 

capacity as the study unfolded, feeding ideas into the process and supporting 

dissemination. Others played an active role in the fieldwork for this study, mediating the 

relationships between young fathers and the research team, brokering trust and 

facilitating ongoing contact. As we show below, sustaining this study with the young 

men would not have been possible without our practice partner. As part of our 

practitioner study, some members of our strategy group also became research 
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participants over time, either individually through one to one interviews, or collectively 

through focus groups. These evolving roles are a product of the elongated time frames 

of our enquiry and our method of revisiting practitioners over time to discern the 

shifting landscape of provision. This shift in their role required us, over time, to modify 

our ethical practice in relation to their identities and confidentiality. Some of the 

individuals wished to be counted initially, and their involvement as advisors to the 

project promoted and publicized. However, as interviewees in our study their views 

also needed to be protected, particularly where they were perhaps critical of policy 

directives or had spoken freely about the constraints of their own roles.  

The flexible forms of engagement used in this study were necessary, given the varied 

nature of policy and practice organizations and their very different remits, from service 

delivery to campaigning groups. Grass roots practitioners are busy people; many will 

not have the time or inclination to support or become involved in research; but others 

are very keen to help build an evidence base that can be used to refine and enrich their 

own practice, to support their efforts to sustain funding for their services, and, 

ultimately, to respond to need and help their clients.  

Our research was guided by a fundamental aim:  to ‘make a difference’ in the real world 

(Scharf 2011): ‘We hold out the hope ... that we do whatever we do with passion, and a 

belief that our scholarship can make a difference: that is, move people to action’ 

(Holstein and Minkler 2003: 26). Making a difference can occur in many ways of course. 

It may take the form of barely discernible, grass-roots refinements to local practice. In 

our study, for example, our practice partner observed our practice of using time maps 

with our participants, and adapted these successfully for his own work, using them as 

tools to focus the young men on their aspirations for their futures and to find ways to 

set targets and work towards their goals. But, arguably, instrumental forms of impact, 
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that result in tangible changes in policy or practice, need to be preceded by conceptual 

forms of impact, that produce new and distinctive forms of knowledge, changing 

perceptions and attitudes on issues and re-framing debates. These are the crucial 

elements that enable people to see things in a different way (Neale and Morton 2012). 

In this study, the temporal framing of the research, our multiple forms of engagement 

with policy and practice groups, and, perhaps above all, the co-ordinating mechanism of 

our practitioner strategy group, were key elements in creating a rich fusion of research 

and practice that grew over time, creating the conditions to develop practice-informed 

research, and research-informed practice. Some of our practitioners were actively 

engaged in their own research, creating a further fusion between the two enterprises 

(see for example Osborn 2007; 2015). Overall, this was a participatory process, 

involving the joint construction of meaning and knowledge across the research/practice 

interface (see below for a discussion of this epistemological position, which we will 

report on more fully in a forthcoming book chapter, Neale 2016). Over the course of the 

study this grew into a consensus on the need to change the culture of policy and 

practice, to see young fathers in different way, as a precursor to making instrumental 

changes in the policy and practice  landscape.     

 

The idea of co-producing and co-disseminating knowledge was tried out in June 2011, 

when, as part of the Timescapes final Conference (at St Elizabeth’s Hall, Westminster), 

Carmen delivered a joint presentation with our practice partner on the findings from 

the baseline study. This was very well received. We further developed this approach in 

our final one day conference for this study, Seeing Young Fathers in a Different Way, held 

at the University of Leeds in late September 2015. Key members of our strategy group 

ran workshops for this event, tied in with the themes of our briefing papers and 

drawing on their own practice to cascade knowledge and new ways of thinking to a 
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broader constituency of practitioners. The conference was over subscribed and 

attended by 80 practitioners from varied services, and from all parts of the UK (and 

with one European delegate, from Germany). Strategy group members helped to turn 

our rather ‘soft’ brief to devise Ten Top Tips for policy and practice into a more 

passionate Ten Must Do’s (See Conference Programme and Conference report on the 

study website,  www.followingyoungfathers.leeds.ac.uk; findings and publications). The 

impact of the event and the value of our briefing papers for policy and practice is 

evident from the high quality feedback from delegates. We are now working towards 

the next important step, seeking impact funding to use the research findings, distilled 

into our collective Must Do’s, to design a series of practitioner-led work packages that 

will create wider instrumental impact from this research. Progress on this initiative 

during 2016 will be posted on our website.    

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.followingyoungfathers.leeds.ac.uk/
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4.  Working with Young Fathers  

a. Sampling and Recruitment  

Our study sought to document and track the changing lives of young fathers over time. 

Fieldwork for our Baseline Study was conducted between December 2010 and May 

2012. Our sampling strategy for this study was a simple one. We sought to recruit young 

men who had entered into parenthood below the age of 25. This is how young fathers 

are most commonly defined, with about a quarter estimated to be in their teens 

(Fatherhood Institute 2011). We aimed to recruit them from a northern industrial city, 

located in the Yorkshire and Humber region of the UK.  This is an area with one of the 

highest rates of teenage pregnancy in the country. In some of our published writings we 

have called this city Grey Bridge (Davies and Neale 2015). Given the exploratory nature 

of our research at this stage, we aimed for depth rather than breadth – a detailed 

exploration and intensive tracking of a relatively small sample of young fathers. We 

reasoned that this would still give a more substantial study than many existing pieces of 

research in the UK, where there was a tendency for token numbers of young men 

(sometimes as little as two or three) to be added to what were essentially studies of 

young motherhood. We wished, ideally, to interview the young men as early in the 

transition to parenthood as possible, and, through our tracking over time, to discern 

changes in their circumstances as they unfolded.  

Given the paucity of UK evidence on young fathers, and the received wisdom that they 

are ‘hard to reach’ as service users and as research participants (although, see our 

critique of this idea, Neale and Davies 2015), we were fortunate that the Regional 

Teenage Pregnancy Coordinators referred us to a specialist practitioner – a local 

educational authority learning mentor - to support the research and help in the 
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recruitment process. The practitioner was at that time delivering a pioneering and 

targeted support service to school-age fathers and fathers-to-be in the local area, part of 

Yorkshire and Humber’s provision under New Labour’s 10 year Teenage Pregnancy 

Strategy (reported in Davies and Neale 2015). Eleven of the 12 young men that formed 

our baseline sample were recruited via this service. While they had all entered 

parenthood as school-age fathers, they were not all of school age at the time we first 

met them. Some of the referrals came from a pool of older participants that the 

practitioner had kept in touch with beyond their school days. The remaining young 

father in our baseline sample was recruited through personal contacts, and had been 

without specialist professional support.  

The baseline sample, then, was very much an opportunity sample, relying on referrals 

from a unique, specialist service that was supporting young fathers across the city. It 

would have been more difficult, and certainly more time consuming, to recruit through 

other routes. The practitioner facilitated our fieldwork in a variety of ways. He brought 

the young men for interview; encouraged their participation and engendered trust in 

the research team. He also helped with the initial focus groups; and acted as liaison 

between the young men and the research team wherever needed. This practitioner, a 

local champion for young fathers, quickly became a key partner in our study. His 

enduring commitment and contribution to the research process, over a period of five 

years, was invaluable; it would have been much more difficult to conduct and sustain 

this study without his substantial input.  

Fieldwork for The Follow up study (2012-15) was conducted over a further two year 

period, from December 2012 to May 2014. This afforded the opportunity to develop our 

small baseline study into much larger project, with an extended longitudinal reach. For 

the follow up we used a purposive sampling logic. Our aim was to boost our original 
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sample of 12 young men to 30, and to broaden the characteristics of our sample. While 

the original sample was varied in terms of parental status and circumstances, it was 

skewed towards younger fathers and those from disadvantaged backgrounds. We now 

sought to sample across a broader and more balanced age range of young fathers, and to 

provide a wider variety of experiences in terms of support needs and access to service 

provision. Creating a greater balance in terms of age was important because there are 

potentially significant differences in terms of dependency, access to resources and life 

experiences between those entering parenthood at the age of 15 or 16, and those in 

their early 20s. Recruiting solely from one service provider, a specialist offering 

excellent support, may also have skewed our initial findings. It was also vital to increase 

the socio-economic heterogeneity of the sample. Our aim here was to discern the 

challenges that were common to young fathers, regardless of background and levels of 

advantage/disadvantage; and, thereby, to distinguish more clearly what specific 

challenges might be experienced by young men from low income families and living in 

disadvantaged circumstances.    

To meet our new sampling criteria, we used a wider variety of routes for recruitment.  

We continued to recruit young fathers through our local practitioner (6 at follow up, 

giving a total of 17 via this route in the overall sample). But we now enlisted the help of 

local and national statutory and voluntary organizations. These included a local Housing 

Charity, Connexions (employment and training) service, a Youth Offending service, a 

local Children’s Centre, and a Secure Training Unit located in the South of England. 

Additionally, we advertised through local further and higher education institutions, 

targeting young fathers from middle income families and with greater educational 

advantages. We also considered seeking referrals through universal services such as 

ante-natal care. But we reached our sample target of 30 without the need to do so. 
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We continued to follow the original sample of 12, and recruited a further 19 young men 

into the main study, giving a total of 31 young men in our ‘longitudinal’ sample. In 

addition we recruited four young fathers (who had become fathers between the ages of 

15 and 20) for one-off interviews. These were designed primarily to elicit data on 

particular experiences and/or service settings. In one of these cases, a young father 

(Jude) was recruited as a service user at a local Children’s Centre and interviewed by 

Laura.  In the other three cases, Linzi conducted life history interviews with three young 

men (Raymond, Steven and Jayden) who had had experiences of the criminal justice 

system. Jayden had received a community services order for drunk and disorderly 

behaviour, while Raymond and Steven had spent time in custody. They were from 

different localities across the UK, and we draw on their accounts in Ladlow and Neale 

(2015) and Neale and Ladlow 2015, briefing paper no 7).   

Fieldwork with these additional young offender fathers came about through a circuitous 

route. As part of our follow up study Bren and Linzi had planned to track a sample of 

young offender fathers through their custodial sentences and into resettlement, 

generating insights into the unfolding of their lives in ‘real’ time. The opportunity to do 

so came about through the initiative of a ‘local champion’ for custodial young fathers, 

who contacted us nd whose engagement in and support for this part of the study was 

invaluable. However, some problems arose. Extensive efforts were made on our part, 

working with our practitioner, to broker an agreement with the management of the 

Secure Training Centre where the fieldwork would have taken place. This included a 

written proposal for the site managers, a half-day site visit, including presentations and 

a workshop with staff, a consultation meeting with selected young fathers; and detailed 

ethics applications to the National Offender Management Service, and subsequently to 

the Youth Justice Board. But while we were received with some enthusiasm by front line 

staff, this part of our study was effectively curtailed.  Interviews with the young men in 
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the secure estate were granted only on condition that they were supervised by front line 

staff and the transcripts shared with the management team. In other words, access to 

the young men was governed by a ‘risk’ framework that would have swept aside their 

confidentiality. We were forced to abandon this plan, but we devised an alternative 

strategy with our ‘custodial’ practice partner: we conducted retrospective, life history 

interviews with a small number of young offenders following their release from custody.     

Recruitment into the overall study and sample retention was no doubt helped by the 

rewards on offer. We gave each participant a voucher for £50 for each interview. This 

was not a payment in any coercive or contractual sense, but our rationale, approved by 

our funders and University Ethics Committee, was to give due acknowledgement to the 

young men for their lack of resources; the considerable time that they gave to the study; 

and their willingness to come to the University to participate and to share their life 

stories and experiences with the research team. Our practitioner was of the view that 

the payment provided a strong incentive for some of the young men, who were living 

with high degrees of disadvantage, to stay in the study or return to it over time.   

Overall, we interviewed 35 young men for the composite study (base line and follow up, 

2010-2015), 31 of whom were recruited into our longitudinal study and the additional 

four recruited for one-off interviews. Twenty eight were recruited through professional 

referrals, five through adverts in Higher Education settings, and 2 through chance 

encounters or personal contacts.  Most of our analysis and reporting in our publications, 

and in our account of our sample characteristics below, relates to our core ‘longitudinal’ 

sample of 31 young men, for whom we hold the most detailed data, gathered 

prospectively over time.     
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b. Data Generation  

Across our two linked studies, we tracked 12 young men over five waves of interviews 

(2010-14), and recruited a further 19 young men whom we intended to track over two 

waves (2012-14, although we experienced some sample attrition here, described 

below). The fieldwork was conducted by Carmen in close collaboration with our local 

practice partner. The baseline study took place between December 2010 and May 2012. 

Initially we used small scale focus groups - for between 2 and 4 participants - as ice 

breakers and to introduce the young men to the study and the research team. These 

were run by Carmen with input from our practitioner partner and from Bren and other 

selected team members. Not all of the young men wished to be participate in the focus 

groups; some opted to by-pass these and go straight to an interview. However, they 

were useful to enable some of the young men to discuss key issues collectively, in the 

safety of a group of peers, without necessarily speaking personally about their own 

experiences. They were an excellent means of building trust with a group known to be 

‘hard to reach’, and as a precursor to setting up one to one interviews.  

The focus groups were followed by an intensive tracking of the 12 young men through 

three waves of in-depth, qualitative interviews, gathered at approximately 9 month 

intervals. We began with life history interviews, gathering rich, retrospective data about 

their childhood and teenage lives, and their recent and ongoing experiences of the 

transitions to fatherhood. We utilised time maps, relationship maps and self portraits  

as ‘tools to think with’ (Neale 2012, 2013, Hanna and Lau Clayton 2012;). For the Time 

maps, participants were asked to record significant events in their life journeys so far, 

as well as their plans for the future. The maps prompted the young men’s memories and 

helped them to organize their narratives and provide some coherence to past events.  

For participants who were younger or less vocal, they provided a means to articulate 
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some difficult topics, and could yield important information that had not hitherto been 

shared in discussion. Andrew, for example, documented his father’s drug addiction on 

his time map, opening up discussion about this highly sensitive topic.  The young men 

were then invited to revisit and refine their maps at each follow up interview. The maps 

captured orientations to past and future, and enabled a mapping of changing 

trajectories and relationships as a spring board to further discussion and reflection. 

This proved to be a powerful way of understanding their changing aspirations and life 

plans, as well as illuminating factors that enabled or constrained their aspirations.  

The Relational Maps enabled an understanding of how the young fathers positioned 

themselves (and others) within their web of social relationships. Asking the young men 

to complete a relational map at the end of each interview enabled us to understand how 

these relationships shifted over time. Gathering these data across time at multiple 

interview waves was a particularly important method of generating data in cases where 

relationships with family members were complex or where young men were moving in 

and out of romantic relationships with the mothers of their children, and with new 

partners and new children.  The self portraits allowed the young fathers to describe 

themselves, or record how they thought others saw them; their portraits revealed  

personality traits, hobbies, and perceptions of what kind of fathers they thought 

themselves to be.  We also used other techniques selectively, such as vignettes to draw 

out their values on Sex and Relationship knowledge and education. 

The initial life history interviews were a spring board for our follow up interviews, 

where we could engage flexibly with the emerging themes of the study. As well as 

asking core follow up questions at each research encounter about continuities and 

changes in the young men’s lives as parents, we revisited and expanded upon particular 

issues that were emerging as important for individual young men. We also built in 
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particular modules of questions that were common across the sample, particularly for 

our original sample across our five waves of interviews. For example, we focused on the 

theme of their changing identities as fathers at wave 2; grandparental relationships, and 

SRE (Sex and Relationship Education) at wave 3; relationships with the mothers at wave 

four; and socio-economic circumstances, opportunities and constraints at wave 5. We 

were also able to follow up particular issues arising in the lives of individual young men, 

for example, their aspirations for further or higher education; their nomadic life styles 

and experiences of homelessness; of blocked contact and recourse to the family courts; 

or their experiences of offending and custodial sentences.  

The interviews took on average 2 hours to complete, with some as long as three hours. 

The quality and extent of these data is a testament to the skill and empathy of our 

researcher.  She was able to put the young men at their ease and, facilitated by our key 

practitioner, build relationships of trust with them from an early stage. Over time, the 

young men disclosed a great deal about the challenges in their lives, including problems 

of illiteracy, anger management, domestic violence, illegal activities and relationship 

problems that they wished to address. Disclosures such as criminal activity or domestic 

violence took some years to emerge and were most usually made when the young men 

felt they could talk of these as past behaviours that they had now put behind them 

(what we have referred to in our writing as ‘redemption’ scripts, Ladlow and Neale 

2015). 

Feedback from the young men revealed high levels of satisfaction with their 

engagement in the research process. In some cases the young men spoke of the 

encounters as therapeutic, enabling them to explore difficulties in a ‘safe space’. Where 

referrals had come from our practice partner, the research was perceived by some as a 

substitute or continuation for the mentoring that they had previously received - albeit 
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the research process is non interventionist and non prescriptive (but see the discussion 

on ethical reciprocity below). There were instances where the young men decided to 

tackle an issue, renew an aspiration or change their approach to a problem after a 

particular interview. For example, one young man felt, in recounting to Carmen his 

experiences of arguments, that he needed to develop a more supportive relationship 

with his former partner in order to fulfil his aspirations to be a good parent. He reported 

back at his next interview that this had been very successful and made a real difference.   

For the follow up study, conducted between December 2012 and May 2014, a similar 

pattern of data generation was followed, albeit with a more surface exploration of topics 

and themes with our new sample, and less opportunity to develop fully trusting, 

reciprocal relationships with them over time. For this phase of the study the tracking 

was less intensive. While we had initially intended to conduct a further three waves of 

interviews, in the event we completed a further two waves. The first wave was 

conducted over a three month period starting in December 2012, and the second was 

conducted in the early months of 2014. The larger sample size – now boosted to 31 

young men – necessitated a different balance of depth and breadth of investigation, and 

was designed to give more time to the time-consuming tasks of organising and 

documenting the growing dataset and conducting preliminary, descriptive analyses 

between waves. Our decision was also a pragmatic one, determined by the needs of the 

research team; in April 2014, Carmen went on maternity leave, necessitating 

completion of the fieldwork before her departure.     

The focus groups and interviews for both the baseline and follow up studies were 

conducted at the University of Leeds. This was a pragmatic choice by Carmen, with both 

pros and cons, methodologically and ethically. The lives of many of these the young men 

were sufficiently volatile that they did not necessarily have a stable home base that 
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could be used, or that they would wish to share for interviews. The involvement and 

mediation of the practitioner helped us to set up our research encounters at the 

University and this put them on a professional footing: we brought the young men into 

our world and rewarded them for doing so. This had some advantages. The formal 

setting perhaps impressed upon them the importance and value of their engagement  – 

although, as shown below, sample maintenance in this case was a challenge. We were 

able to carve out dedicated and focused time with the young men that may not have 

been possible to secure in their home environments; even so, their mobile phones 

provided many interruptions! We paid for their expenses, organised taxis for their 

travel, provided them with sandwiches and snacks, and presented them with gift 

vouchers at the close of each interview. Some felt privileged and special to enter the 

world of the university and to be part of this study; they felt this had enhanced their 

experiences. For example, Darren arrived for his first research encounter wearing a 

hoodie, but by his third visit he was wearing a shirt and smart trousers; he saw this as a 

positive transformation, he recounted that that he did not wish to be seen as a ‘yob’ and  

that people seemed friendlier to him in his new garb. 

The professional setting may also have had some drawbacks. While for the researcher 

this placed the relationship on a clear professional footing (Lau Clayton 2013), it may 

also have highlighted the transactional nature of the research encounter and been 

daunting, initially, for some of the participants.  However the young men overall were 

very positive about their experiences of taking part in the study. The quality and depth 

of the resulting interviews reflected their willingness to disclose details of their lives in 

an encounter that was supportive and entirely non judgemental.  Whatever the pros and 

cons of this research setting, the young men may have been ill-at-ease with the 

researcher visiting their home environments, particularly where they were living in 

impoverished circumstances. Neutral and informal territory, such as cafes or parks may 
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have been good alternatives for this group. Perhaps the main disadvantage of this 

setting is a methodological one. Had we visited the young men in their own 

environments and entered directly into their lives, this would have enabled an 

ethnographic style of study, yielding rich insights through participant observation. Even 

so, the quality and depth of the interviews, supplemented with contextual details about 

their lives provided by our practice partner, seems to have compensated for the lack of 

ethnographic data.   

Overall our tracking method enabled us to chart the changing fortunes of the young men 

and capture something of the volatility or stability of their lives over relatively short 

periods of time. The prospective longitudinal window provided into their unfolding 

lives is a relatively modest one, covering between two and four years. It is important to 

note that the trajectories described in our various publications are clearly far from fixed 

but very much ‘in the making’. Nevertheless it was possible to discern clear differences 

in the way the life journeys of the young men were taking shape, and to chart how their 

varied pathways - through parenthood, education, work, home lives and relationships - 

were intersecting to create unique trajectories over time.    

 

c. Sample  Maintenance  

Over the study period we expended considerable efforts to maintain our longitudinal 

sample.  Below we give details of the numbers interviewed at each wave for both our 

original and follow up samples,  and the total number of interviews conducted over time.  
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Table 1 Original Sample (baseline & follow up study): Participants at each wave  

Five Waves (2010 – 2014) Number of participants/interviews 

Wave 1:  2010-11 12   

Wave 2:  2011 11 

Wave 3: 2012 10 

Wave 4: 2012-13 10 

Wave 5: 2014 10 

Total interviews across all waves:  53 

 

Table 2 New sample (Follow up Study): Participants at each wave   

Two Waves  (2012 – 2014) Number of participants/ interviews 

Wave 1:  2012-13  19  

 

Wave 2: 2014.  

 

 13 

Additional recruitment of four cases for  

one-off interviews   (2013-14) 

 

 4 

Total interviews across both waves   

 

36 

Total Interviews across the composite 

study 

89 
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In our experience, sample maintenance is not usually a significant problem in 

qualitative longitudinal research. The qualitative and supportive nature of the 

encounter engenders trust in the participants and validates their subjective experiences 

and world view. This usually promotes commitment over time. This population, 

however, is commonly thought of as  ‘hard to reach’, in part because of the stigma 

attached to young fatherhood and to  ‘irresponsible’ youth and what we have described 

as a ‘vicious’ circle of disengagement and distrust (Neale and Davies 2015 Briefing 

Paper no. 6). More pragmatically, as we discovered, this is commonly a nomadic 

population, with frequent changes in abode and in contact details. The close 

collaboration with our practice partner, the key worker for some of the young men, was 

especially useful in the initial process of brokering trust between the young fathers and 

the team, and turning the vicious circle into a virtuous one (Neale and Davies 2015). The 

ability of the practitioner to keep in touch with the young men was vital to avoid sample 

attrition. For the young men recruited through his service – 11 at the base line and 6 for 

the follow up - levels of participation were sustained to a high degree over time.  

QL research does allow for some flexibility in participation over time, enabling 

participants who drop out temporarily to re-engage with a study at a later date (Neale 

2013). This was certainly the case here. Over the course of the study three young 

fathers who had moved and/or lost or changed their phone numbers, could not be 

contacted for a particular wave. However they were traced by the practitioner, who 

facilitated their re-engagement at the next wave. In a case where a young man was 

recruited through personal contacts, ongoing communications with the family enabled 

us to re-engage with him on his release from custody. The practitioner was instrumental 

in re-engaging a further two young men who missed interviews while in custody- calling 

directly at the young men’s homes, or passing on paternal grandparents’ phone 

numbers.   
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 Keeping links with the young men recruited for the follow up study, particularly those 

from disadvantaged backgrounds, proved much more difficult. The attrition rate here 

was significantly higher: we lost 6 of the 19 in the follow up sample between the first 

and second wave. In the event we gathered longitudinal data on 25 of the 31 young men 

in the longitudinal sample. The reasons for the attrition varied. In two cases young men 

were undergoing particular difficulties in their lives as parents that made an interview 

difficult at the time; they may well have opted back in at a later date had we carried out 

a further wave. One young man did not turn up for his interview, despite repeated 

invitations and rescheduling of the event. But attrition occurred, in the remaining cases, 

where we simply lost contact with the young men. They had been recruited via a range 

of generic services and agencies (e.g Connexions and training colleges) to which they 

were only loosely attached and who also quickly lost track of them. In these cases the 

research team and the agencies made concerted efforts, through letters, phone calls, and 

text messages to re-establish contact, but to no avail. This reinforces the challenges of 

researching this group of young men over time, and highlights the crucial role played by 

our key practitioner, who was providing a specialist, holistic service, in sustaining the 

involvement of the original sample in this study.     

 

d. Sample Characteristics 

We report here on the characteristics of our ‘longitudinal’ sample of 31 young men, 

across the base line and follow up studies. Where pertinent we also include details of 

our four one-off interviewees.  

Age of conception of first child  At the time of first conception, the young fathers 

ranged in age from 13 to 24. Over half of the sample (18 young men), were school-age 
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fathers, having conceived their first child between the ages of 13 and 16, with most (15) 

clustered in the age range 15-16.  The remaining 13 young men in the study conceived 

their first child between the ages of 17 and 24, with a fairly even spread across this age 

range. The relative weighting in our sample towards younger fathers reflects our initial 

recruitment strategy, but we were able to boost the sample to gain a more balanced age 

range at follow up.  Only two of the fathers had planned to enter parenthood at the time 

that they did, although once they adjusted to the idea their children were far from 

unwanted (reported in Neale et al 2015, briefing paper no.1).  

Age and parental status at first interview  At the time of first interview, the 31 young 

men ranged in age from 15 to 26, with most (22) falling into the 16-22 age range.  

Eleven young men were of school age, nine were in their mid to late teens, and the 

remaining eleven were in their early to mid twenties.  

At this first research encounter, five of the young men were expectant fathers, while 20 

had one child. Sixteen of the men had babies under a year old, and the rest had toddlers 

up to the age of 3. In the remaining six cases, the fathers had two or more children, in 

two cases due to the arrival of twins. The oldest children fathered by the young men 

were aged between 4 and 7 at the outset of the study.   

As these figures show, in most cases, experiences of the transition to fatherhood were 

relatively recent at first interview, and in five cases we were able to follow the young 

men through the transition itself. Overall, we were able to capture their reflections at an 

early stage in the process and to discern changes in their circumstances over time, as 

they occurred. For those who were further along the path of parenthood, there was a 

greater focus on gathering retrospective accounts of their past experiences, alongside 

discerning how their practices and values as parents had changed and were continuing 

to change over the early years.        
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Relationship with the mother at first and last interview Seventeen of the young men 

were in a relationship with the mother at first interview, and in a complex array of 

living arrangements, often across two households. In two of these cases the young men 

were married (although one of these fathers was undergoing a divorce by the time of his 

second interview). The remaining fourteen young men were single at first interview. In 

seven of these cases their relationships had been fleeting, ending before the arrival of 

the child – one young father described the relationship as friends with benefits - while 

several had separated before they become aware of the pregnancy. Over the course of 

the study, five young men separated from their partners. By the end of the study 12 

were still in a relationship with the mother and 19 were single (or re-partnered).  

Regardless of whether or not they were part of a couple, the young men’s relationships 

with the mothers varied from highly volatile to stable and supportive. In one amicable 

case, a separated father continued to share a home with the mother and his child for 

some months before finding his own accommodation.  Where these relationships were 

fragile, however, this could have a major impact on their contact with their child 

(reported in Lau Clayton 2015, and Neale et al 2015 – briefing papers no 1 and 2).   

In the vast majority of cases in this study, the mothers were the primary carers and 

resided with the children. In only one case did a father become a primary carer over 

time, while in a further case a child was taken into care.  Regardless of the nature of 

their relationships with the mothers, and their residential status in relation to their 

children, a substantial majority of the young men maintained some degree of contact 

with their children over the course of the study (reported in Neale et al 2015, briefing 

paper no.1).  (See Appendix two for table on partnership status of the young men with 

their children’s mothers at start and close of our fieldwork).  
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Ethnicity Twenty two of the sample were White British, 2 were Black British, and 2 of 

mixed British heritage. Five young men had migrated to the UK as children from 

countries in Europe and Africa. We have not developed any analysis around the ethnic 

background of the sample, or their differential experiences as young fathers relating to 

ethnicity. This was not a topic that we set out to address, nor did it emerge as a 

prominent theme in our interviews with the young men, although cultural factors did 

emerge in a small number of the young men’s accounts (Iman, for example).    

Socio-Economic Circumstances, Deprivation and Disengagement Existing evidence 

shows that youthful pregnancies are concentrated in the most disadvantaged 

communities in the UK, with a strong correlation evident between early parenthood and 

indices of social deprivation. Our study reflects this picture. Our purposive sampling 

strategy enabled us to recruit twelve young men from middle income families, with 

skilled or potentially skilled education, employment and training  (EET)  trajectories 

(the EET/NEET trajectories of the longitudinal sample are reported in Neale and Davies 

2015). However, 19 of the 31 young men in our longitudinal sample (23 in the overall 

sample of 35), were from low income families and living with varying levels of socio-

economic deprivation.  

The life circumstances of the disadvantaged young men varied greatly. Ten young men 

(12 in the overall sample) could be described as highly disadvantaged. They disclosed 

family ‘troubles’ as part of their childhoods, and in their own lives since (and these may 

have been under reported among the remainder). Problems in their childhoods ranged 

from parental drug addiction, prison sentences, mental health problems and physical 

abuse, to frequent changes of abode, periods in social care, and tenuous or volatile 

relationships within and outside their families. Not all of these young men had 

unsupportive parents, but they lived with high levels of deprivation that constrained the 
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kind of support their parents could offer.  In their own lives, these young men described  

volatile behaviour, anger management problems, dangerous activities, involvement 

with the police and disengagement from school. Eight young men (eleven in the overall 

sample) had been subject to interventions from statutory services - social work or youth 

justice agencies, or supervision from CAFCASS (Child and Family Court Advisory and 

Support Service). Three of these (five in the overall sample) had had spells in custody 

before and/or during the study. Although the nature, extent and severity of these 

problems varied widely, the reported correlation between young parenthood and social 

deprivation was clearly evident for these young men (See Appendix 3 for Table on 

Socio-Economic Status, Deprivation and Dis-engagement).  

e. The ethics of reciprocity and participation 

Our work with the young men in our study was framed by an ethical commitment to the 

principles of reciprocity and participation. Elsewhere (Neale 2013) we have explored 

how we used the principle of reciprocity in our engagement with our participants over 

time. QL research involves not simply maintaining samples, but sustaining relationships; 

it requires giving something back, over and above a gift voucher for participating. In this 

study, we supported young men where we were able to do so, for example in one case 

advising a young men on his options to go to university, and in another case, writing a 

letter of general support for a young man who had been charged with an offence. These 

‘interventions’ could be seen as influencing the life paths of these young men. But they 

were necessary parts of our reciprocal ‘give’, which needed to be balanced with our 

need to maintain the boundaries of a professional research relationship (Neale 2013).  

The commitment to participation will be explored in more detail in a forthcoming book 

chapter (Neale 2016) but we draw out some salient points here. The underlying 

principle of participation is one that recognizes the relational nature of meaning and 
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knowledge and how these are jointly constructed with our participants through the 

research process (Reason and Bradbury 2006). In other words, we do research ‘with’ 

our participants, rather than simply ‘on’ them, recognizing too that our analysis is not a 

separate, later stage of the research but is woven into the interview process. This 

participatory principle underpinned and shaped our fieldwork interactions with the 

young men. It also enabled the subsequent involvement of selected participants in the 

co-production and co-dissemination of the findings of the study. While it was our role to 

speak on behalf of young fathers, to represent their views, in effect mediating between 

them and the world of policy, practice and research, we were able to invite young 

fathers to participate in this process alongside us, to act themselves as spokespeople for 

young fathers, in what emerged as a powerful way to foster and demonstrate shared 

authority with our participants.  

How a participatory approach translates into research design varies greatly across 

different studies.  Participatory research is an amorphous field spanning a spectrum of 

approaches that are variously labelled (Braye and McDonnell 2013). Braye and 

McDonnell, for example, adopted a mode of participatory action research, working with 

young fathers as co-researchers, training them in research design, formulating 

questions and peer interviewing. As part of the process they actively addressed the 

power balances in the research relationship to ensure the research was emancipatory 

for the young men. The authors give an excellent account of the potential of this 

approach and its pitfalls, which has provided the spring board for our own reflections 

on these matters.  

As they note, there are significant differences between research designs based on the 

principles of participation and those of emancipation and empowerment, differences 

that revolve around the issue of where the locus of control resides (Frankham 2009). In 
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our study, the locus of control resided very clearly with the researchers. Our 

participants were not co-researchers. We saw it as our job, as professional researchers, 

to formulate our research questions, and to attend to the skilled, professional tasks of 

gathering data across our sample, and systematically interpreting these data. Not least, 

this involves linking the accounts gathered from individuals to the accounts gathered 

across the whole sample, and exploring the synergies between this emerging evidence 

base and pre-existing bodies of knowledge. In the process we ‘own’ and take 

responsibility for the findings, including any errors of omission or commission.  

We were led, on occasion, to consult with young fathers about the presentation of our 

findings – a process that becomes necessary in the elongated time frames of QL research. 

This happened in 2011, towards the end of our baseline study, when we mounted a 

public exhibition in our locality on the findings from the Timescapes Initiative (funded 

through the ESRC Festival of Social Science). This opened up the possibility that the 

families of the young fathers would become the audience for our findings. We took extra 

care in this public forum to ensure sensitive portrayals of the families displayed in our 

posters that would not break the young men’s confidentiality or reveal highly sensitive 

information about their relationships (Neale 2013).  

Despite our clear position on the research-led nature of our work with young fathers, 

we aimed (as noted above) to create impact, to make a difference, not only in the wider 

world but for young fathers themselves. This does not mean only indirectly, through 

longer term changes to policy directives or professional practice for the benefit of future 

generations of young fathers, but directly, for our participants, through the research 

process itself. The very process of taking part in a longitudinal study can be 

transformative for those who take part, and this was the case for some of the young men 

in our research (a topic we will explore in our future publications).    
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Beyond this, however we mobilized the principle of participation, not in an instrumental 

or blanket sense, but through a more diffuse process of working flexibly with the 

capacities and interests of individual young men. Just as the practitioners associated 

with this study engaged in varied ways, so did the young men. We sought to involve 

some of our participants in the processes of documenting their own lives and speaking 

for themselves and on behalf of other young fathers – in other words to participate 

more directly in the co-production and co-dissemination of the findings from the study. 

Our practice partner brokered this involvement beyond the fieldwork period, with 

selected young men. Relatively few would have been interested in or willing to engage 

in a wider forum that went beyond their individual accounts, or to act as a 

spokesperson on behalf of others. Some, however, were keen to move beyond the 

relatively safe – and anonymized - space of the interview, to the public realms of 

publication and conference presenting and engagement, a process we were able to 

encourage and facilitate.  

Two young men contributed to our joint writing project for the journal Families, 

Relationships and Societies. One wrote an autobiographical account of his entry into 

parenthood at the age of 16 (Daniel Johnson 2015). The other young man, an expert by 

experience, spokesperson for young fathers and trainer for the Young Dads Council, 

contributed to a second article on the collective voices of young fathers (Colfer, Turner-

Uaandja, and Lemar Johnson 2015). In this article, he reflected on his role in the Council, 

and the transformative power of this work on his unfolding life (Colfer et al 2015).  

Later in 2015 three young men, Daniel from our study and two others (Anthony and 

Ruben) from the Young Dads Council, were key contributors to our final conference, 

speaking on behalf of all young fathers, sharing their own experiences with the 

delegates, and actively engaging in discussion groups and feedback sessions to 
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conference. They were supported in the process by their professional mentors (cf. 

Colfer et al 2015, who points to the sustained professional support and mentoring 

needed by young fathers as they develop such roles).  

Through these processes we ‘gave voice’ to the young men, mobilising our commitment 

to the principles of ‘shared authority’ with our key participants (Neale 2013). We 

provided a forum within which young fathers could speak for themselves and on behalf 

of all young fathers, and be heard by a professional, captive and clearly captivated 

audience. The very presence of the young men, their measured voices, and their 

willingness to share their personal accounts were critical in the ability of the research 

team to convey the central messages of this research to a wider constituency of 

practitioners and researchers. Where we had introduced a central theme, for example 

the limited social housing options for young fathers, delegates asked the young men for 

their own experiences, which they powerfully conveyed. The young men took part in a 

plenary panel session at the end of the day, answering questions that delegates had 

posed in writing earlier in the day. Their voices, in this context, were at least as 

powerful as our own.  

We have written elsewhere of the need to accord social citizenship to young people – a 

tripartite process involving recognition, respect and participation (Neale and 

Flowerdew 2007). Arguably, for this highly marginalised group, recognition and respect 

are the necessary precursors to effective participation. It is worth recalling, in this 

regard, that social agency is essentially dynamic and relational. It is not the same thing 

as autonomy or the instrumental capacity to act, for it encompasses the capacity to be 

acknowledged and included, to be heard, to interact, to make moral choices and to plan 

for the future. It was through the mechanism of our joint writing project and our 

conference that we mobilised the social citizenship of these young men, providing a 
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platform that gave them voice, which enabled them to be heard, recognised and 

respected. The final conference was a fitting culmination to our key enterprise, to 

enable young fathers to be seen in a different way.  
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5. Analysis  

We focus here on the analytical strategies adopted for our qualitative longitudinal 

research with the young fathers. The dataset for this strand of our study was rich and 

extensive. Drawing on the scaffolding ideas of Ritchie and Lewis (2003), we started with 

the foundational task of organising, labelling and anonymising our files to enable 

sharing, re-use and longitudinal analysis – a process described in our next section below.  

From this, Carmen created a series of descriptive analyses files. These provided the 

basis upon which were able to build our conceptual analyses and explanations.   

QL analysis is complex for it is multi-dimensional, involving iteration between themes, 

cases and waves of data (the temporal dimension).  Our descriptive analysis enabled us 

to condense and summarise our extensive dataset: to map out and discern key themes, 

cases and temporalities, and to explore their intersections.  

Thematic analysis: Mapping data and NVivo Coding    

 Data Mapping. We created a series of tables to map the cases in our dataset 

against key themes. These covered the young men’s journey’s into parenthood, 

their unfolding relationships with their children and with the mothers, their  

education, employment and training journeys, their housing circumstances and 

their custodial experiences. This mapping exercise was essential for us to 

discern and report on the circumstances of our sample as whole and to explore  

commonalities and differences across the sample in particular contexts. For our 

longitudinal analysis, we built columns in our tables for circumstances at the 

start and close of fieldwork. Examples are provided in Appendices 2 and 3.  

 NVivo Coding: We entered our interview data into NVivo 9, and coded the data 

using a coding frame that reflected the key themes of the research. New codes, 
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derived inductively from the data, were added to the coding frame as we 

progressed (see Appendix 4). This enabled us to search our dataset according to 

key themes, comparing segments of data drawn from across the interviews.   

Case based analysis: Case Histories and  Pen Portraits.    

 Interview Transcripts and Case files. These are the definitive files about 

individual cases that we have brought together to create a significant corpus of 

case data. They are very long but can be read systematically to contextual the 

condensing files below.   

 Case Histories. We condensed our data to create biographies of individual 

participants, following the chronology of the interviews over time. These were 

constructed and built up over time, as each wave of interviews was completed. 

Within each case, the biographies were organised by wave of data and within 

these, various themes were highlighted. These are very detailed, extensive 

documents that interweave a chronological description generated by the 

researcher with selected quotations from the interview transcripts .   

 Pen portraits. These shorter biographical scripts are a page or so long and 

provide a summary version of the key features of the unfolding lives of our 

participants. They were constructed after the fieldwork, and provide a ‘ready 

reckoner’ of individual cases. Examples are provided in Appendix 5.   

Temporal Analysis: Framework Grids  

 The descriptive files outlined above were complemented by framework grids 

that record the journeys of each participant over time, capturing flux and change. The 

grids were constructed in two ways. The case-led grids map themes against time 

periods (waves) for each case. They enable us to look across the varied journeys 
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(parenting, relationships, housing, employment and so on) that make up the trajectories 

of each young father and to discern how these journeys intersect for these individuals. 

Our thematic grids map cases against time periods (waves) for each theme. They enable 

us to compare specific journeys undertaken by the young men across the sample– for 

example, their parenting journeys, or their housing journeys to discern convergences or 

divergences in life journeys across the sample. These grids have formed the basis for 

our multi-dimensional analysis of themes, cases and waves of data. They enabled us to 

interrogate the data for commonalities and differences across the sample, to discern 

how the trajectories of the young men  converge or diverge over time. They also allow 

us to to discern the influence and intersection of the varied factors that shape life 

journeys in individual cases: what shapes upward or down ward, or stable or volatile 

trajectories in individual biographies. Examples of the grids are provided in Appendix 6.   

Building a suite of descriptive files in this manner was time consuming, but extremely 

useful in providing varied and complementary ways into the dataset. It enabled all  team 

members to map and interrogate the data, and to grasp the totality of the dataset and its 

temporal complexities. We could ‘read’ the data through multiple dimensions, and 

importantly this condensed messy, discursive and unwieldy data into manageable 

proportions. The process of building explanation and interpretation is often seen as an 

intuitive and tacit process that relies on the ability to think analytically, to discern 

categories, themes and patterns in the data, to explore their interrelationships, to move 

up the scaffolding from the specific to the general, considering data in wider context, 

and back down the scaffolding again, considering data within the local context of its 

generation. While no tools of the trade will do this analytical work for a researcher, 

these descriptive analyses and mapping tools provide the essential foundation for these 

processes.      
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6.  The Following Young Fathers Dataset: Data Management, 

Sharing and Archiving      

The Following Young Fathers Dataset 

The Following Fathers dataset comprises two subsets of data, relating to our fieldwork 

with young fathers and practitioners. These have been archived for re-use in the 

Timescapes Archive, a specialist resource of Qualitative Longitudinal data developed 

and maintained at the University of Leeds. The resource was developed in collaboration 

with the UK Data Archive; it conforms to national standards of archiving and the 

datasets are copied to the national archive for preservation purposes (see Timescapes 

archive website for further details).   

The dataset for the practitioner study comprises transcripts of 15 interviews with 

practitioners, service managers and commissioners, 2 interviews with young fathers as 

service users, 3 focus groups and varied contextual files (as per below).  The dataset for 

the research with the young fathers, gathered across both baseline and follow up 

studies, comprises transcripts of 89 qualitative interviews and 6 focus groups, 158 time 

maps, and 79 relational maps and self  portraits. Descriptive analysis files organized by 

case include fieldwork notes, case history files and pen portraits. The contextual 

materials include interview schedules (for different waves) letters and information 

leaflets, blank consent forms and archive consent forms. Descriptive analysis files that 

run across the sample include tables and framework grids. The case history files and 

frame work grids are not anonymised and have been placed on restricted access in the 

archive.   

Managing Data.  
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The analytical processes outlined above rely on good management of a dataset, best 

organized through protocols devised in the early days of a project. For QL research this 

means organizing data to facilitate its storage, identification and retrieval across the 

team, to support initial, cumulative and team analysis over time, and to prepare for 

eventual archiving and re-use. A good data management system will address all of these 

needs simultaneously without the need to reorganize data at a later date; it is worth 

spending time setting up a system that encompasses all these tasks from the outset. To 

assist in this, and working to the data management plan that we initially devised,  our 

research officer was given a remit to co-ordinate this process, and data management 

became a standing item on the agenda of our team meetings. We dedicated ongoing 

administrative support to data management and anonymizing throughout the project, 

with a view to creating a polished dataset as the project progressed.  

The stages of data management and preparation should, ideally, follow the 

data/research life cycle. This is complicated for Qualitative Longitudinal research, for 

the process of generating data, and hence attending to the tasks of organization and 

analysis, is cyclical, occurring in repetitive loops (Bishop and Neale 2012). Building data 

management into the research at an early stage (rather than regarding it as 

administrative tasks to be completed at the end) is important, and it can avoid the need 

for resources to be concentrated on these tasks towards the end or after a research 

project. Despite our best endeavors, however, we found ourselves doing just that in the 

final months of the project. It is all too easy to underestimate the time needed to 

organize and prepare data , i.e to properly file, label, document and anonymize a dataset. 

Our administrator worked on a 30% contract; with a range of other project 

responsibilities; she struggled to keep up with the accumulation of data. In the latter 

stages we appointed Linzi, our affiliated doctoral researcher, to undertake data 

management tasks. As a skilled and trained researcher with excellent data skills, she 
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was able to attend to the task of documenting and archiving the dataset. Having skilled 

and dedicated resources for this task greatly eased the process and we found this to be 

much more successful than a piecemeal approach built into an administrative remit.  

In our case we were also hampered by two other circumstances. Firstly we were 

synthesizing two projects and datasets (our baseline study and our follow up) into a 

coherent whole, which necessitated some remedial work to bring the original dataset in 

line with new protocols and standards, and to integrate two sets of data.. For example 

we had not anonymized the original data and needed to do so retrospectively.  

Additionally, and perhaps uniquely, we were working with the Timescapes Archive as 

pioneers and guinea pigs for their new systems and spread sheets. This tied us into the 

timetable for the technical development of the Archive resource and slowed us down at 

certain stages. It then required some remedial work on our system for mapping and 

organizing our dataset, as new spread sheets for archiving became available. In effect 

we attended to this task twice. Despite these extra complexities, we were successful in 

documenting and archiving our dataset within the life time of the project and before our 

funding came to an end.  While we did not follow the most logical order for the data 

management process, here are the steps that we took and in the order we would have 

followed, had conditions allowed:    

a. Organizing and Documenting Data  

The first task was to set up a filing system and protocols for managing, filing, 

documenting and sharing the dataset as it grew. We set up a secure, password protected 

area on the university’s shared drive (N-drive) to store and organize all our digital 

research materials in one place that all team members could access. The files were 

organized according to our two main subsets of data – young fathers and practitioners. 

Within each, we clearly distinguished between ‘raw’ data files (which should be 
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encrypted on a shared drive and become part of the ‘dark’ archive), and anonymized 

files: these are the ‘active’ files that should form the basis for sharing, analysis and re-

use. Within each of these two broad divisions, we organized the data by case, bringing 

together in one place all files on a particular individual, from interview transcripts and 

field notes to pen portraits and other descriptive files. Waves of data were clearly 

marked and documented within each case. We also built in an area for the storage of 

contextual files, e.g. interview schedules, recruitment leaflets, and our themed 

framework grids, which are not case-specific but apply across the sample.  

Labelling Files. We devised and filled in a ‘front sheet’ for each of our interviews 

showing basic information on where and when the data had been gathered, key words 

to denote content, and details of the interviewer and interviewee – tagged by 

pseudonym (see Appendix 7). We clearly labelled files such as pictures and diagrams 

with the name of the participant, the wave in which data were gathered, and the activity 

itself e.g. Time Map). We established a file naming convention to ensure the clear 

identification of cases and waves of data. These include an abbreviated reference to the 

type of data contained (e.g. Int for Interview) and the wave (W1; W2). Examples of the 

file naming convention for the different data types collected in one wave for one 

participant are shown here: 

File Name Data type 

W1BekeleFTL.tif  

 

Wave one; Bekele; Future Timeline; 

Tagged Image Format File 

W1BekeleINT.doc 

 

Wave one; Bekele; Interview; Word 

Document 

W1BekeleRM.tif 

 

Wave one; Bekele; Relational Map; Tagged 

Image Format File 
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W1BekeleSP.tif 

 

Wave one; Bekele; Self portrait; Tagged 

Image Format File 

W1Bekele TL.tif 

 

Wave one; Bekele; Timeline; Tagged Image 

Format File 

 

Data Documentation: The Data ‘Road Map In the early days we constructed a 

document to log the data trail for each case, from data generation during the fieldwork 

phase of the project, through transcription, checking, labelling, anonymisation and 

eventual deposit in the archive. This was eventually superceded by the spread sheet 

developed by the Timescapes Archive. This is a detailed system for documenting the 

contents of a qualitative longitudinal dataset. Organised by case, each document in the 

dataset is entered on the spread sheet, building up a comprehensive picture of the 

dataset as it grows. This comprehensive tool is necessary for archiving with the 

Timescapes Archive, for it enables search and retrieval of files by case, theme and wave. 

But it also admirably fulfils the task of creating a detailed map of the dataset for team 

analysis  during the project. An example spread sheet can be found on the Timescapes 

Archive website. 

b. Consent for Archiving.  

Early in the research process we designed leaflets for participants to explain what 

archiving is, the potential re-use and re-users, and a consent form for participants to 

sign. We ensured that all research participants were fully informed about the archiving 

process and were able to give informed consent. Participants were also given the 

opportunity to ask any questions that they might have about archiving, confidentiality 

or any other concerns before giving their consent. Participants responded positively to 

this and all consented to the preservation of their accounts for archiving and re-use. In 
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our experience, once the purpose is fully explained – for research purposes only and 

accessed only by bone fide researchers - participants are keen for their data to be 

shared by researchers and archived as part of social history.  The consent forms were 

stored in paper format, along with consent for taking part in the study. Our protocol 

here has been to establish a confidential paper box file, securely stored, that contains 

details of the participants, their contact details, a key to their pseudonyms and 

anonymization procedures, and their consent for both participation in the study and the 

archiving of their data. A copy of this box file has been deposited with the academic 

liaison for the Timescapes Archive (Dr. Kahryn Hughes).   

c. Transcripts.    

We followed protocols set up under Timescapes for the production of interview 

transcripts. We produced instructions for our transcriber on layout – e.g on conventions 

for missing data ands reflecting forms of communication such as laughter. This helped 

to ensure a uniform and well presented set of data. Light touch anonymizing – e.g. 

changing key names, can also be built in at this stage. Transcripts were checked 

carefully on return for quality control purposes.   

d. Anonymising.  

This is a crucial stage of the process and also one of the most time consuming.  It is a 

lynchpin for the ethical management of sensitive data, reflecting our commitment to our 

participants to protect their identities, and complementing other safeguards on data use 

(eg. placing data on restricted access in the archive, cf. Neale and Bishop 2012).  Some 

participants may opt for their real names to be used. This was the case for two of our 

practitioners, for example. For our small scale baseline study we had not anonymized 

our data (see discussion in Neale 2013). However the follow up study afforded an 
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opportunity to do so. We carried this out retrospectively, through a post hoc 

reconstruction of the dataset, although this is not ideal.  A key feature of effective 

anonymisation is to ensure that it obscures the identity of the participant while also 

retaining as much detail as possible for analysis, cumulative analysis and secondary use. 

A light touch anonymization can help meet these requirements. Anonymizing is a time 

consuming process and requires careful checking by a second researcher to ensure that 

no identifying details remain and that the transcripts retain clarity. Descriptive files 

such as field notes and pen portraits can be anonymized ‘at source’, as they are 

produced, although not all the files in our study were constructed in this way. This 

created some difficult archiving decisions. In the event, our lengthy case histories and 

framework grids, which had not been anonymized, were archived on restricted access.  

The anonymizing process involved the following steps:   

 Consulting the anonymization guidelines provided by the Timescapes Archive, 

and adapting these for our own use.  

 Anonymizing transcripts and associated data eg. Time maps and Relational 

maps, and building in clarifications on this process for secondary users. For 

example, we have noted distances between any locations discussed, and ensured 

that any details that may be of potential analytic interest to either primary or 

secondary researchers e.g. around employment, education and training are 

maintained where possible. 

 Creating a cross reference system and anonymization notes, to provide a key to 

what has been anonymized, what protocols have been followed and what 

pseudonyms have been used. This enabled consistency over time in the use of 

pseudonyms for places, organizations and people.   
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1  PARTNER ORGANISATIONS.  

Following Young Fathers was supported by the organisations listed below. Selected 

organisations from the network * were part of the strategy group for the study, which met 

twice yearly at the London offices of Barnardos. Further details are available on the 

project website.  

 

All Party Parliamentary Group on Fatherhood 

Archway Housing Charity 

Action for Prisoners’ Families * 

Barnardos * 

Big Talk Education * 

Families Need Fathers* 

Family Matters Institute * 

The Fatherhood Institute* 

Leeds City Council Teenage Pregnancy and Parenthood Team* 

Royal Collage of Midwives  

Safe Ground * 

St Michael’s Fellowship* 

Teenage Pregnancy Knowledge Exchange*  

Thinking Through Fatherhood Initiative* 

Working with Men*  

Young Dads TV* 

The Young Dads Council* 
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Appendix 2   SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS  

 Relationships with the Mother: Partnered (p) or Single (s) 

 Start of fieldwork  End of fieldwork  
Adam P P 
Andrew P P 
Bekele S S 
Ben S S 
Cade P P 
Callum S S 
Darren P P 
Dominic S S 
Iman S S 
Jackson P P 
Jakie P P  
James S S 
Jason S S 
Jax  P P 
Jed P S 
Jimmy  P S 
Jock P S 
Joe S P 
Karl  S S 
Kevin S S 
Manuel  P P 
Marcel P P 
Martin P P 
Orlando S S 
Richard P S 
Senwe P S 
Simon S S 
Tarrell  S S 
Tommy  P S 
Trevor  S S 
Zane  P P 
TOTAL longitudinal 
sample 

17 Partnered  
14 Single   

12 Partnered  
19 Single   
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One-off interviews Start of fieldwork  End of fieldwork 
Jayden  S Na  
Jude  P Na  
Raymond  S Na  
Steven  P Na  
Total for whole 
sample  

14 Partnered  
21 Single   

14 Partnered  
21 Single   
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 Appendix 3   SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS   

Socio-Economic Status/Deprivation  

Longitudinal 
Sample 

Family Income  
low: L  
medium: M 

Highly 
disadvantaged 
Y=Yes  

Surveillance * 
Y=Yes 

Custodial 
experience  
Y=Yes 

Adam L Y Y  
Andrew L Y   
Bekele L    
Ben M    
Cade L    
Callum L Y Y  
Darren L Y Y  
Dominic M    
Iman M    
Jackson L  Y  
Jakie L    
James M    
Jason L Y Y Y 
Jax  L Y  Y 
Jed L    
Jimmy  L Y Y  
Jock M    
Joe L Y   
Karl  M Y Y  
Kevin L    
Manuel L    
Marcel L    
Martin M    
Orlando L    
Richard M    
Senwe M    
Simon M    
Tarrell  L Y Y Y 
Tommy  M    
Trevor  M    
Zane  L    
TOTAL 19 Low 

12 Middle 
10  8   3 
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One-off 
Interviews 

Income  
Low: L 
Medium: M 

Highly 
disadvantaged 
Y=Yes  

Surveillance  
Y=Yes 

Custodial 
experience  
Y=Yes 

Jayden L  Y  
Jude  L    
Raymond  L Y Y Y 
Steven  L Y Y Y 
TOTAL across 
whole sample   

23 Low  
12 Middle  

12 11 5  

 

 

*surveillance by Social Services Child Protection/Safeguarding  Agencies;  Criminal 

Justice Agencies; or CAFCASS (Child and Family Court Advisory and Support Service) 

child contact supervisory teams.    
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Appendix 4   NVivo CODING FRAME 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conceiving a child 

Contact and residence  

Contemporary relationships 

Custodial experiences 

Education and Training 

Employment 

Fatherhood or youth identity 

Finances  

Friendship (new theme) 

Future aspirations, hopes and fears 

Housing 

Past lives 

Professional support misc  

Professional support health 

Relationship with mother of the child 

Relationship with the child 

Relationship with wider family 

Religion (new theme) 

Social Services involvement  

SRE and Sexual health 

Taking part in the research (new theme) 

Birthing experiences 
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Appendix 5   PEN PORTRAIT:  Adam.  

W1 (Jan 2011): Adam is 16 years old, locally based and attends a local high school. His 

girlfriend is currently pregnant with their first child and the couple have been dating over a year. 

The pregnancy was unplanned, but an abortion was not considered.  Adam expresses strong 

feelings for his girlfriend and is excited to be a dad, but the pregnancy has affected the 

relationship, causing increased arguments. He worries that the couple will split up.  Adam does 

not get along with the maternal grandparents.  

Adam lives with his father (his parents separated when he was 5 years old), but rarely sees him 

as his father has a new partner who is currently pregnant.  When asked about his upbringing, 

Adam suggested he was close to his nana and her death triggered off some anger management 

issues for him. His mother is described as relaxed whereas his father is strict.  

Adam is involved with the Family Nurse Partnership, and there are also other professionals 

working alongside the couple, including the midwife, mentors, social workers, connections 

workers and Tim, a specialist learning mentor (11-12 workers in total). Adam is unsure of how 

the professionals got in touch with him but thinks that Tim may have contacted him through 

school. Adam suggests that there are so many professionals involved because of his anger 

management issues and his girlfriend’s background (history of suicide attempts and 

depression).  

W2 (March 2011): Son has been born. The couple now live with the mother of the child’s 

parents and their relationship has become much closer since the birth. Family relationships 

have also improved (with the maternal grandparents). A Child Protection Plan has been put in 

order for 6 months. Adam suggests that the 6 months of the CPP will be a breeze and says he 

appreciates the support available, although at the same time admits to feeling stressed about 

the power that the professionals have and is worried about his son being taken from him.  Adam 

has some exams to take in June but already has two college course lined up and needs to choose 

whether to study animal care or electrical engineering.   

W3 (Dec 2011): The couple no longer live at the maternal grandparents’ house. Although the 

maternal grandparents were very helpful in W2, they started to reduce the level of support 

provided a few months later. Adam believes this was to help prepare the couple to parent on 

their own. The couple found it hard to adjust and Adam was slightly resentful that the maternal 

grandparents did not do more. The couple did not move to Adam’s father flat, as the father and 

son relationship had become distant.  The couple moved in with Adam’s mum instead, as their 

relationship is much stronger now compared to earlier waves. Last week the MOC was able to 
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get her own house (private accommodation) but Adam will not move in there as the couple will 

receive more money (benefits) if they live apart. The care protection plan continues. Adam is 

now studying electrical engineering (started in September 2011) and revising for his GCSE 

English and Maths whilst at the college. He intends to pass his GCSEs then join the police. 

Adam explains that he suspects that his partner may be pregnant again, and would consider an 

abortion if so. His 17th birthday is coming up soon.  

W4 (July 2013): Adam is now 18. He did not pass the electrical engineering course he was on 

(incomplete portfolio). He went on to enrol on a public services course. He wants to be a 

policeman still. He is still with the mother of the child, although they have been on and off. They 

are no longer engaged after an attempt to live together led to too many arguments. Following a 

period of homelessness and sofa surfing, Adam is currently living at a hostel and is hoping to 

find his own place soon through the local authority bidding system.  He cannot see his son there 

due to the hostel rules.  

Adam’s suspicion in the previous interview that his partner might be pregnant proved correct, 

and the couple decided to terminate the pregnancy. Adam regrets the decision but feels that it 

was the “right thing to do”. The couple finished the first care protection plan but are now on a 

second one. This follows a relapse in his partner’s depression; and wanted to give up her 

parental rights. 

W5 (Feb 2015): Adam is 19 years old and at college- he has started 3 new level 2 courses (Jan 

2014). He has moved out of the hostel and has a temporary flat until he can find a local council 

house (through the bidding system).The child in need plan will continue for up to a year, and the 

couple have to attend domestic violence prevention classes as part of their assessment.  There 

are still a number of conferences with the practitioners to attend. The couple hope to get 

engaged soon and the relationship has improved since W4. Adam also describes a better bond 

with his son.  
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Appendix 6  FRAMEWORK GRIDS  
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Appendix 7  INTERVIEW FRONT SHEET  

Interview Transcripts: Project Information 

Project title Following Young Fathers 
Baseline Study (ESRC 
Timescapes)  
 

Research strand Strand 1 

Interviewer Carmen Lau Clayton 

Transcriber Caroline Maloney 

Anonymisation Laura Davies 

Type of recorder OLYMPUS LS11 

Consent for archiving Yes 

Access levels   

Participant information 

Pseudonym (s) Adam 

Wave number 1 

Age at Wave 1 16 

Description of data 
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Date of interview 20.01.11 

Key words Fatherhood, Education, 
Employment, Birth, Pregnancy, 
Relationships, Professional 
Support 
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Appendix 8  THE RESEARCH TEAM 

   

Baseline Study (2010-12):  

Bren Neale (Director) b.neale@leeds.ac.uk   

Carmen Lau Clayton (Research Fellow) c.clayton@leedstrinity.ac.uk    

Admin: Jamie Knipe 

 

Follow Up Study (2012-15)ː  

Carmen Lau Clayton: Co-Director, Liaison with key practice partners and ESRC (as 
Principal Investigator); Budget Management, Fieldwork with Young Fathers);  

Bren Neale (Co-Director, Study Co-ordinator, Publications Strategy)  

Laura Davies (Research Officer, Practitioner Fieldwork)  

Linzi Ladlow (Research Assistant, Dataset Coding/Analysis/Archiving, ‘Custody’ 
fieldwork)  

Ruth Patrick (Secondary Analyst, Transitions into Fatherhood)  

Admin: Jennie Hall and Jamie Knipe  

 

Lead Researchers’ Biographies  

Dr. Carmen Lau-Clayton 

Carmen co-directed the Following Young Fathers Study from 2012-15. Prior to this she 

was a Research Fellow for the Timescapes Young Lives and Times project, from which 

the baseline study for Following Young Fathers originated. She is also a Senior Lecturer 

in Child and Family Welfare Studies at Leeds Trinity University and teaches across a 

number of undergraduate and postgraduate degree courses. E mail 

C.Clayton@leedstrinity.ac.uk 

mailto:b.neale@leeds.ac.uk
mailto:c.clayton@leedstrinity.ac.uk
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 Professor Bren Neale 

Bren directed the Following Young Fathers Study from 2010-12, and co-directed the 

study from 2012-15. She is Professor of Life course and Family Research in the School of 

Sociology and Social Policy at the University of Leeds, and a Fellow of the Academy of 

Social Sciences. She is a founding member of the journal Families, Relationships and 

Societies, and (from January 2016) chair of the journal Management Board. Bren 

specialises in research on the dynamics of family life and intergenerational 

relationships and has published widely in this field. As Director of the ESRC funded 

Timescapes Initiative, from 2007 to 2012, Bren set up the Timescapes Archive and 

supported the development of Qualitative Longitudinal Research Methods across 

academia and in Government and NGO settings. She developed the Following Young 

Fathers study under Timescapes (2010-12) and, with Carmen, secured funding from the 

Economic and Social Research Council to continue the study through to October 2015. E 

mail: b.neale@leeds.ac.uk 

mailto:b.neale@leeds.ac.uk
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Affiliated Researchers / Projects  

ESRC Collaborative Studentship: Housing Young Parents: A Micro-dynamic Study of 

the Housing Experiences and Support Needs of Teenage Mothers and Fathers 

(2014- 201) Doctoral Student: Linzi Ladlow l.ladlow@leeds.ac.uk profile: 

http://www.sociology.leeds.ac.uk/people/students/ladlow 

Supervisors: Professor Bren Neale, Professor Sarah Irwin (University of Leeds), and 

Professor Becky Tunstall (University of York). 

This project investigates the housing needs and experiences of young parents, including 

mothers and fathers who are both single and partnered. Currently there is limited micro 

dynamic evidence on young parenthood, creating gaps in our understanding of the 

factors that shape pathways into young parenthood and through the early years. 

Housing pathways are vital as the foundation for establishing parental identities and 

roles, yet these are under researched, particularly for young, disadvantaged parents in 

supported housing schemes. This doctoral study addresses these themes, working in 

collaboration with a local charity, Archway to investigate the factors that shape housing 

pathways for young parents, to analyse current policy and practice developments, and 

to consider how lived experiences and policy responses can be brought into closer 

alignment. The housing support scheme run by Archway, a specialist support centre for 

young people aged 16-25, forms one of the case studies for this research. The 

studentship is affiliated to the ESRC Following Young Fathers study. 

Leverhulme Fellowship: Men, Poverty and Lifetimes of Care. Dr. Anna Tarrant. 

a.tarrant@leeds.ac.uk . http://menandcare.org.uk 

http://www.sociology.leeds.ac.uk/research/projects/men-and-care 

 

We currently know very little about men’s perspectives and experiences of work and 

care within highly vulnerable families with complex and enduring needs. This study will 

explore their experiences in low-income localities in order to understand the impact 

that economic, social and material vulnerability has on their social and familial 

relationships and their interactions with a number of services. The project has involved 

a secondary analysis of the Following Young Fathers dataset. 

mailto:l.ladlow@leeds.ac.uk
http://www.sociology.leeds.ac.uk/people/students/ladlow
mailto:a.tarrant@leeds.ac.uk
http://menandcare.org.uk/
http://www.sociology.leeds.ac.uk/research/projects/men-and-care
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Appendix 9. Following Young Fathers: Publications 2011-15. 

Many of the publications are available on the Following Young Fathers website.   

Briefing Paper Series: September 2015  

Neale, B., Patrick, R. and Lau Clayton, C (2015) Becoming a Young Father: Transitions into Early 

Parenthood,Briefing Paper no. 1  

Lau Clayton, C. (2015) Young Fatherhood: Sharing Care with the Mother of the Child, Briefing 

Paper no. 2  

Neale, B. and Lau Clayton, C. (2015) Grandparent Support? The Views of Young Fathers, Briefing 

Paper no 3  

Neale, B. and Davies, L. (2015) Young Breadwinner Fathers? Journeys through Education, 

Employment and Training, Briefing Paper no. 4  

Neale, B. & Ladlow, L. (2015) Young Offender Fathers: Risk, Resource, Redemption? Briefing Paper 

no. 5  

Neale, B. and Davies, L. (2015) Hard to Reach? Re-thinking Support for Young Fathers, Briefing 

Paper no. 6  

Neale, B. and Ladlow, L. (2015) Finding a Place to Parentʔ Housing Young Fathers, Briefing Paper 

no. 7  

Neale, B., Lau Clayton, C., Davies, L. and Ladlow, L. (2015) Researching the Lives of Young Fathers: 

The Following Young Fathers Study and Dataset, Briefing Paper no. 8 

Resource Booklets for Practitioners 

compiled by Carmen Lau Clayton. September 2015 

Becoming a Young Dad / Being a Young Dad / Reflections on Young Fatherhood 

http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-1-web.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-2-V8.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-2-V8.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-3-V3.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-3-V3.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-4-V6.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-5-V5.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-5-V5.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-6-V7.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-6-V7.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-6-V71.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Brieifing-Paper-6-V71.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Book-1-V31.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Book-2-V4.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Book-3-V4.pdf
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Families, Relationships and Societies Vol 4 (2) July 2015, Open Space: 

Seeing Young Fathers in a Different Way 

Guest Editors: Bren Neale and Laura Davies 

Neale and Davies Editorialː Introductionː Seeing young Fathers in a Different Way: 309-14  

David Lammy MP: Bringing Young Fathers into the Fold: Policy challenges and developments 315-

18  

Daniel Johnson (Young Father): Not Your Stereotypical Young Father, Not your Typical Teenage 

Life: 319-322  

Mark Osborn (Think Tank): Young Fathers: Unseen but Not Invisible: 323-330  

Davies L. and Neale, B. Supporting Young Fathers: The Promise, Potential and Perils of Statutory 

Service Provision 331-338  

Scott Colfer, Hannah Turner-Uaandja, Lemar Johnson (Young Dads Council) Young Dads TV: 

Digital Voices of Young Fathers 339-345 

 

Social Policy and Society Open View articles 2015, Themed Section on 

Young Fatherhood  

Guest Editors: Bren Neale and Carmen Lau Clayton 

Neale, B.  Editorial Introduction: Young Fatherhood: Lived Experiences and Policy Challenges.  

Neale, B and Davies, L.  Becoming a Young Breadwinnerʔ The Education, Employment and 

Training Trajectories of Young Fathers.  

Ladlow, L and Neale, B. Risk, Resource, Redemptionʔ The Parenting and Custodial Experiences of 

Young Offender Fathers.  

Ferguson, H.  Young Men and their Babiesː Patterns of Engagement and Non-Engagement of 

Young Fathers in Early Intervention and Safeguarding Work.  

Lau Clayton, L. The Lives of Young Fathersː A Review of Selected Evidence.  

Jessica Cundyː Supporting Young Dads’ Journeys through Fatherhood 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14352353233301
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14351562563421
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14352272532084
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14352272532084
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14352272532129
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14351554435189
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14351554435189
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14352272532048
http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/204674315X14352272532048
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/sps1500053_R-no-changes.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Neale-Davies.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Neale-Davies.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Ladlow-Neale.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Ladlow-Neale.pdf
http://journals.cambridge.org/action/displayAbstract?fromPage=online&aid=9962593&fulltextType=RV&fileId=S1474746415000470
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/cundy.pdf
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Journal Articles / Chapters in Books 

Neale, B. (2013) ‘Adding Time into the Mix: Stakeholder Ethics in Qualitative Longitudinal 

Research’ Methodological Innovations Online: Special issue on Qualitative Research 

Ethics edited by Rose Wiles and Janet Boddy 8(2): 6-20  

Neale, B. (2015)’Time and the Lifecourse: Perspectives from Qualitative Łongitudinal Research’, 

in Nancy Worth and Irene Hardill (eds) Researching the Lifecourse: Critical reflections 

from the Social Sciences, Bristol: Policy Press, 25-41  

Neale, B. and Lau Clayton, C. (2014) ‘Young Parenthood and Cross Generational Relationships: 

The Perspectives of Young Fathers’, in Janet Holland and Rosalind Edwards (eds) 

Understanding Families Over Time London: Palgrave.  

Neale, B. (2016 forthcoming) ‘Researching the Lives of Young Fathers: Participatory Approaches 

over Time’, in Esther Dermott and Caroline Gattrell (eds), Fathers, Families and 

Relationships: Researching Everyday Lives, Bristol: Policy Press. 

Web Resources  

Hanna, E. and Lau Clayton, C. (2012) Capturing Past and Future Time in Qualitative Longitudinal 

Field Enquiryː Timelines and Relational Maps Timescapes Methods Guide Seriesː no. 5.  

Lau Clayton, C. (2012) You’re Not a Stranger but You Are a Stranger: Reflections on the 

participant – researcher relationship in the Following Fathers study Entry for the 

Timescapes Website Ethics Knowledge Bank.  

Neale, B. and Lau Clayton, C. (2011) Following Fathersː The Lived experience of teenage parenting 

over time, Timescapes Policy Briefing Seriesː 2 [Baseline study]  

Neale, B. and Morton, S. (2012) Creating Impact through Qualitative Longitudinal Research, 

Timescapes Methods guide Series no. 20 [case study on young fathers]  

Neale, B. (2012) Qualitative Longitudinal Researchː An introduction to the Timescapes Methods 

Guides series. Timescapes Methods Guides Series No. 1 

 

 

http://www.methodologicalinnovations.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/1.-Neale.pdf
http://www.methodologicalinnovations.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/1.-Neale.pdf
http://www.methodologicalinnovations.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/1.-Neale.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/time-and-the-life-course-proofs-2-Neale.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/time-and-the-life-course-proofs-2-Neale.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/time-and-the-life-course-proofs-2-Neale.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/esmee_online.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/esmee_online.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Carmen-ethics-piece-Youre-a-stranger-but-youre-not-a-stranger.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Carmen-ethics-piece-Youre-a-stranger-but-youre-not-a-stranger.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/Carmen-ethics-piece-Youre-a-stranger-but-youre-not-a-stranger.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/following-fathers-briefing-paper-21.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/following-fathers-briefing-paper-21.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/neale-impact.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/neale-impact.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/intro_online.pdf
http://followingfathers.leeds.ac.uk/files/2015/10/intro_online.pdf
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